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The Opportunity and Summary of Position 

San José State University (SJSU) seeks an experienced, visionary and creative leader to serve as its 
inaugural vice provost for institutional effectiveness and strategic analytics (VPIESA). This is an exciting 
opportunity to integrate data-rich units into a cohesive team that supports the data analytic needs of the 
Division of Academic Affairs, the university's key strategic priorities and other divisions on campus.  

Founded in 1857, San José State University is the oldest public institution of higher education on the West 
Coast, serving over 36,000 students as the only public four-year university in California’s Silicon Valley. It 
is the 50th largest public university in the nation and is both a Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI) and 
Asian American and Native American Pacific-Islander Serving Institution (AANAPISI). Additionally, SJSU is 
the largest international student serving institution in the California State University (CSU) system. As a 
top 200 research university in the nation with record-breaking enrollment and an unwavering 
commitment to excellence in teaching, San José State University is poised to grow and innovate, 
strengthening its connection to the surrounding San José and Silicon Valley community. A new strategic 
plan—Transformation 2030—was released in the spring of 2019, laying the groundwork for the next 10 
years of unparalleled growth. The VPIESA will play an instrumental role in supporting SJSU's data analytic 
needs to help guide that growth. 

Reporting to the provost, the VPIESA will develop a new unit within the provost's office by integrating four 
current areas – institutional research, program assessment, accreditation and comprehensive academic 
space management that includes strategic use of offices, labs and common spaces. The vice provost will 
be responsible for developing a vision and priorities for this new unit, ensuring that the area's resources 
and expertise are focused on collecting, analyzing and disseminating data in the most effective and 
strategic manner to inform practices and initiatives that can enhance the experience and success of 
students, faculty and staff, and advance SJSU's academic programs. Additionally, the vice provost will 
build data and analytic capacity to support program planning, assessment and strategic investment 
opportunities. The vice provost will visualize and enact a strategy to build out the team needed to support 
these efforts and will serve as an exceptional communicator, supporting the campus community in telling 
the rich stories that underlie the data.  

To close the equity gaps in student success rates at SJSU, the vice provost will provide the strategic 
analytic focus that will help the university address this critical need. In addition, the vice provost will 
provide leadership in areas central to the campus, including, but not limited to, creating a culture of data-
informed decision-making, working with campus leaders to evaluate and assess program effectiveness, 
establishing strategies to better understand academic planning needs, and evaluating key performance 
indicators related to reporting to the system as well as other external partners.  

The VPIESA will understand not only the complex reporting environment, in which higher education finds 
itself today, but will also have the ability to drive strategic decision-making through data-informed 
analysis. As such, the vice provost will have strength in traditional, quantitative statistical methods, but 
also value mixed methods approaches, including a range of qualitative methodologies.  

For information on how to apply or to submit nominations, please refer to the section, “Procedure for 
Candidacy” at the end of this document. 
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Role of the Vice Provost 

Reporting to the provost and senior vice president for academic affairs, the inaugural vice provost for 
institutional effectiveness and strategic analytics (VPIESA) will build on the campus’ strength in 
institutional research and assessment, and lead a team that will support the data analytics needs of the 
Division of Academic Affairs as well as other divisions across campus. As a key member of the provost’s 
leadership team, the vice provost will be charged with guiding the future direction of strategic areas of 
the academic affairs, including institutional research, assessment, room and course scheduling, program 
review, as well as the campus’ accreditation strategies. 

The VPIESA will understand not only the complex reporting environment in which higher education finds 
itself today, but will also have the ability to drive strategic decision-making through data-informed 
analysis. As such, the vice provost will have strength in traditional quantitative statistical methods, but 
also value mixed methods approaches, including a range of qualitative methodologies.  

To close the equity gaps in student success rates at SJSU, the vice provost will provide the strategic 
analytic focus that will help the university address this critical need. In addition, the vice provost will 
provide leadership in areas central to the campus, including, but not limited to, creating a culture of data-
informed decision-making, working with campus leaders to evaluate and assess program effectiveness, 
establishing strategies to better understand academic planning needs, and evaluating key performance 
indicators related to reporting to the system as well as other external partners.  

Additional essential functions and associated tasks for the VPIESA include: 

Institutional Research 

▪ Manage the growth of this area to provide the campus with timely access to actionable information 

▪ Oversee the stewardship, development and maintenance of all data reporting for compliance to the 
Chancellor’s Office 

▪ Work closely with the Office of the Registrar and University Personnel to ensure accuracy and quality 
of reports 

▪ Oversee the furnishing of data to be used for external data sets such as national clearinghouse data, 
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data Set, granting agencies and college rankings 

Institutional Effectiveness and Program Assessment  

▪ Lead in the development and implementation of a comprehensive system for assessing the 
effectiveness of the university's performance  

▪ Provide expertise in designing, developing, implementing and maintaining a systematic and 
sustainable process and infrastructure for assessing student learning outcomes at all levels within the 
university, including academic, research and co-curricular areas  
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▪ Manage and provide leadership in quantitative and qualitative assessment techniques, survey 
methodology and the application of psychometrics to measure outcomes for continuous improvement 

▪ Supervise the director of assessment and support the work of college assessment facilitators  

▪ Manage academic scheduling and lead the team in the following activities: 

▪ Annual production of schedule of classes  

▪ Room utilization optimization and effective use of space  

▪ Academic scheduling policy and implementation  

Strategic Research Analytics, Student Success Evaluation, Diversity and Inclusion 

▪ Oversee the development of strategic analytics, and ensure its utility to improve student success 
efforts and advance diversity and inclusion 

▪ Meet with campus constituents to provide guidance for the strategic use of analytics to advance the 
university’s goals 

▪ Work collaboratively with campus leaders, deans, department chairs and advising leads to build 
strong student success programs 

▪ Ensure the effective use of actionable information to increase the diversity of SJSU’s faculty, staff and 
students 

Program Planning, Assessment, and Accreditation 

▪ Provide leadership in monitoring and improving effectiveness of policies and procedures 

▪ Support and organize program review and other key initiatives in institutional planning, institutional 
accountability, effectiveness and decision-making 

▪ Serve as campus WASC Accreditation Liaison Officer and supervise campus WASC accreditation 

▪ Support professional accreditation of degree programs (e.g., ABET, AACSB, NCATE) 

▪ Prepare annual reports for CSU Chancellor’s Office and WASC and other reports as requested 

▪ In conjunction with relevant departments, provide oversight of indirect assessments such as student 
satisfaction, faculty satisfaction, employer satisfaction, research productivity and other national 
benchmarks as appropriate 

Special Projects 

▪ Represent the provost and Academic Affairs Division (and, as requested, the president) on a wide 
range of professional and community assignments, committees and task forces 
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▪ Contribute to and support planning for special projects 

Positions managed/led by the vice provost: 

▪ Director of Institutional Research 

▪ Chair, Program Planning Committee (faculty) 

▪ Chair, Accreditation Review Committee (faculty) 

▪ Director, Academic Program Assessment (faculty) 

▪ Director of Academic Scheduling and Space Management 

Opportunities and Expectations for Leadership 

The following represent some of the immediate opportunities that the inaugural provost will address 
during the first two to three years in office.  

Create a vision and priorities for the university's new unit of Institutional Effectiveness and 
Strategic Analytics  

As the leader of a new unit within the provost's office, 
the vice provost will be responsible for developing a 
vision and priorities for the office of Institutional 
Effectiveness and Strategic Analytics (IESA). This vision 
will focus the unit's resources and expertise on the key 
areas that will have the greatest impact on students, 
faculty and staff and the advancement of academic 
programs to achieve the mission and goals of San José 
State.  

San José State has access to a great deal of data that is 
of interest to the campus leadership and a wide variety 
of campus constituents on a myriad of levels. However, 
the data is currently not being collected, analyzed and 
disseminated in the most effective or strategic manner to inform practices that can enhance the 
experience and success of students, faculty and staff and advance SJSU's academic programs. There is 
also a lack of alignment across the institution on the key questions of importance to the university where 
data can be most useful. The vice provost will work with campus constituents to build consensus around 
a set of driving questions, resulting in baseline knowledge required to advance SJSU's strategic goals. The 
vice provost will then coordinate the utilization of existing data and the ongoing acquisition of new and 
needed data to address these driving questions. The vice provost will also analyze the strategic priorities 
of the campus, identifying where and what sort of data are most needed to track the progress on those 
initiatives. This targeted effort will assist the campus in making informed, actionable decisions in areas 
that are most ripe for impact.  
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A core element of the vision for the unit will be to ensure that equity and inclusion are essential 
considerations in all aspects of the purpose and use of data to inform decisions at the university. For 
example, the identification of equity gaps in academic performance, the implementation of evidence-
based strategies to close those gaps and the mitigation of bias through the correct interpretation of data 
will be important areas of focus. The vice provost will bring personal experience, leadership and credence 
to this effort. 

Ultimately, the vice provost will lead a process of creating a single source of accurate, accessible and 
relevant data while ensuring that the campus community knows how to interpret and apply that data to 
enhance the experience of faculty, students and staff in meeting the university's mission. As the 
university continues to change rapidly, it must increasingly rely on data-informed insights to effectively 
utilize resources and strategically invest in future academic programs and initiatives.  

In addition to establishing a clear vision and priorities for the unit to drive near term progress, the new 
vice provost will also conduct an institutional scan to understand what type of infrastructure is needed 
long-term to build out the unit to expand its scope and impact. 

 Integrate and build a highly functional team  

The new IESA unit will bring together four existing units into a cohesive whole: 1) institutional research, 
2) program assessment, 3) accreditation and 4) academic space management. The new vice provost will 
integrate these units to build a highly collaborative, functional and responsive team. The university hired 
a new director for institutional research who will begin their tenure in January 2020. The new vice provost 
will have the opportunity to hire in the range of three to five new personnel over the next few years 
including the immediate recruitment of a new director of academic scheduling and space management 
planning to provide additional leadership to the unit. The university will allocate additional resources over 
the next two years to ensure a more robust team is in place to support the university's aspirations for this 
new unit. 

The new vice provost is expected to build a team where difference is valued, the environment enables 
creative ideas to emerge from all, enthusiasm for the potential of data and its effective use toward 
positive impacts is evident and the best ideas, regardless of the source, are pursued.  

The new vice provost's approach to building the unit will be grounded within a clear framework for how all 
of the components fit together and complement one another.  

See Appendix I for the Academic Affairs Organizational Chart. 

Build capacity to support program planning and assessment  

To date, the university has been limited in its use of data to inform the academic planning process at the 
department and college levels. New policies now require faculty to include multiple forms of data in their 
program plans, much of which is currently difficult to access. Many opportunities also exist related to 
space management and teaching capacity where data and models that are more accurate will allow for 
more robust planning and projections. The fundamental tasks of course scheduling and classroom 
scheduling alone would benefit tremendously from a creative, data-centered approach to imagine new 
possibilities for scheduling and use of space. An important role of this unit is to help faculty and the 
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campus, as a whole, think about how it is using its resources to plan, strategically invest and build new 
academic programs that are responsive to student needs.  

The university is in need of a strong, multifaceted institutional assessment office staffed to a level 
commensurate with the institution's size and scope. Currently, assessment is supported through a half-
time FTE faculty appointment and there are assessment facilitators in each college. The creation of the 
new IESA unit provides an opportunity to take a new look at how the university conducts assessment and 
develop the formal processes, infrastructure and internal talent to create strong and sustainable 
assessment capacity that can effectively support the institution's commitment to continuous 
improvement.  

Additionally, the vice provost will serve as the university's accreditation liaison officer. As such, they will 
be responsible for overseeing all aspects of the accreditation process and follow through including guiding 
the WASC self-study, which is scheduled for off-site review in fall 2021. 

Communicate the stories that underlie the data to the campus community 

The new vice provost will be an exceptional communicator. The vice provost will develop relationships 
across the university to enable the sharing and discovery of compelling stories behind the data. These 
stories will connect SJSU narrative and campus community in a way that demonstrates the positive 
impact of a data-driven, human-centric approach that improves the lives of students, faculty and staff, 
and helps shape and inform a highly relevant academic curriculum. The vice provost will actively engage 
faculty, staff and student voices in the process of data utilization to transform how they work. The vice 
provost will use data visualization capabilities to make data come alive and present it in an accessible and 
compelling way.  

The vice provost will be a visible, engaged leader on the campus who can engage faculty, students and 
staff in a shared pursuit of data-driven practices that will significantly advance the goals of San José State 
University.  

Professional Qualifications and Personal Qualities 

Knowledge, skills and abilities required to perform the essential functions of the role of the vice provost 
for institutional effectiveness and strategic analytics include: 

▪ Demonstrated ability to lead a large team with multiple sets of expectations 
 

▪ Demonstrated ability to interpret policy and to consult effectively in resolving difficult problems across 
a spectrum of campus issues 
 

▪ Comprehensive knowledge or ability and eagerness to learn and understand university principles, 
practices and procedures 
 

▪ Advanced knowledge in facilitating curriculum development, analysis and assessment  
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▪ Strength in traditional quantitative statistical methods and appreciation of mixed-methods 
approaches, including a range of qualitative methodologies  

 
▪ Knowledge of business and management principles involved in strategic planning, resource allocation, 

human resources and leadership 
 

▪ Ability to work with PeopleSoft and other campus databases 
 

▪ Demonstrated success in educating and training faculty and staff regarding policies and requirements 
 

▪ Excellent customer service and public relations skills 
 

▪ Capacity to work quickly under pressure 
 

▪ Ability to facilitate the education of students from a wide range of socio-cultural, language, education 
and ethnic backgrounds 
 

▪ Outstanding oral and written communication skills 
 

▪ Ability to effectively present information and respond to questions from groups of managers, 
customers and the general public 
 

▪ Ability to operate department/unit as a team 
 

▪ Ability to accommodate multiple demands for commitment of time, energy and resources 
 

▪ Ability to adapt to changing priorities, situations and demands and integrate change 

Minimum Qualifications 

▪ A doctoral degree 

▪ Seven or more years of progressively responsible experience in higher education or related work in 
the sector 

Preferred Qualifications 

▪ Experience managing institutional effectiveness through quantitative and qualitative information 
sources  

▪ 10 years of progressively responsible experience utilizing analytics in higher education 

San José State University: An Overview 

San José State University is a major, comprehensive public university located in the hub of downtown San 
José and in the heart of California’s Silicon Valley. Its distinctive character has been forged by its long 
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history, its location and its vision—a blend of the old and the new, of the traditional and the innovative. 
Among its most prized traditions is an uncompromising commitment to offering access to higher 
education at both the graduate and the undergraduate levels to its diverse communities, yielding a 
stimulating mix of age groups, cultures and economic backgrounds for teaching, learning and research. 
San José State takes pride in and is firmly committed to teaching and learning, with a faculty that is 
active in scholarship, research, technological innovation, community service and the arts. 

Founded in 1857, San José State is the oldest public institution of higher education in the West. From its 
beginnings as a normal school that prepared teachers for the developing frontier, San José State has 
progressed into a major metropolitan university that offers 241 areas of study. Quality teaching is a 
priority at San José State, where tenured professors teach introductory as well as advanced courses. 

One of the 200 top research universities in the nation, San José State offers rigorous course work and 
research opportunities to 36,000 undergraduate and graduate students in eight colleges. 

San José State's location in Silicon Valley provides an exceptionally rewarding learning environment for 
students and a stimulating environment for faculty. Silicon Valley's firms and agencies seek San José 
State students for internships, summer work programs and for assistance with research and development 
projects. Silicon Valley companies employ more graduates from San José State than from any other 
university in the nation. 

Academic Affairs 

Each college houses schools, departments and programs specific to its 
area, creating a rich variety of offerings for our students and the 
community.  

College of Health and Human Sciences  

The College of Health and Human Sciences (CHHS) is composed of two 
schools and eight departments. The college takes great pride in its 
degree programs, which provide students with a theoretical base 
developed and tested through research; knowledge that can be applied in 
diverse systems; processes that incorporate human understanding and 
cooperation; and supervised practice through internships, practical 
and/or preceptorships in a variety of career-related settings. In addition, 
CHHS is home to the Air Force ROTC. The accomplishments of CHHS 
faculty, students and alumni are definitive points of pride recognized each 
year through awards for distinguished teaching, service, scholarship and professional accomplishments. 
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College of Humanities and the Arts  

The College of Humanities and the Arts (CH&A) provides a high-quality liberal arts education focused on 
creativity, innovation and problem solving. It prepares students to be compassionate, informed citizens of 
the world.  

The College of Humanities and the Arts includes the School of Journalism and Mass Communications, has 
nine departments, and proudly serves approximately 3,800 major and graduate students. CH&A also 
supports all undergraduates at SJSU through a wide range of general education offerings in humanities 
and arts disciplines. 

Lucas College and Graduate School of Business  

Founded in 1928, the Lucas College and Graduate School of Business (LCOB) has been accredited since 
1967 by the world’s preeminent accreditation body for business schools. It is the largest contributor of 
business graduates to Silicon Valley and a major contributor to what the Valley is today. Like the 
university in which it is housed, The Lucas College and Graduate School of Business reflects the vibrant, 
multi-cultural and global atmosphere of the Silicon Valley. With more than 175 faculty and 5,000 
students, LCOB offers students global opportunities while holding strong ties to Silicon Valley companies.  

Through its undergraduate schools and departments, the LCOB delivers thirteen business concentrations 
and its graduate school provides advanced degrees and certificates in business, accounting, taxation and 
transportation management. It offers unique opportunities for students to hone their knowledge and skills 
in tax, accounting, financial services, operations management, global leadership, entrepreneurship and 
more. Other award-winning programs round out LCOB’s student experience creating an extraordinary 
learning community that is powering Silicon Valley and beyond. 

College of Professional and Global Education  

The College of Professional and Global Education (CPGE) provides today's busy student with dynamic new 
ways to go to college. We serve adult professionals 
interested in enhancing their careers with graduate 
degrees and certificates, local students wishing to 
add credit toward their march to graduation, non-
credit courses for professional development and 
corporate training, and access for remote students 
seeking online course alternatives. CPGE also offers 
college courses for credit online and on-campus. 
CPGE is the home of the School of Information and 
the Department of Applied Data Science. SJSU is the 
university of choice for international students 
seeking to start their career path in the midst of 
Silicon Valley, the world’s center of innovation and business development. Our campus offers support and 
resources to help international students enroll, adjust and thrive. 

College of Science  
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The College of Science (COS) continues its 85-year tradition of providing science and technology 
graduates who power Silicon Valley, enrolling over 2,200 undergraduate and graduate students this year 
over its nine departments.  

The College of Science transforms its majors into qualified science professionals for a global and regional 
work force and prepares them for advanced (graduate) training and life-long learning. Core science 
education is provided for engineers, health care professionals, K-12 teachers and other technical fields, as 
well as basic mathematics and science skills to students in non-science majors. COS students are instilled 
with a general awareness of science and technology, necessary to be an informed citizen in our highly 
technical, culturally diverse society.  

College of Social Sciences  

Programs in the College of Social Sciences (COSS) prepare students for work and life in Silicon Valley and 
a rapidly changing world. The thirteen departments within COSS provide training for careers in 
counseling, ergonomics, environmental impact assessment and restoration, computerized mapping, 
public administration, economic analysis, internet communication and countless other positions in 
business, government, teaching and human services. 

Major courses of study emphasize the contributions of the many cultures that form our community. 
Internships are encouraged to help students relate academic work to the opportunities and needs of this 
diverse region. Completion of a COSS undergraduate major also provides an excellent foundation for 
advanced work in one of the disciplines or at a professional school such as law or business.  

New technologies increasingly improve instruction and strengthen links to the innovative industry of the 
region and to the educational resources of the world, but personal interaction between students and 
faculty is still prized within the COSS. Capable and interesting teachers, active student clubs and small 
classes provide ideal environments for learning.  

Connie L. Lurie College of Education  

The Connie L. Lurie College of Education is a learning community dedicated to equity and excellence. 
Equity initially addresses access and outcomes, and the college works to incorporate equity in action 
through policy and process. Excellence in a democratic society actualizes each student's unique potential 
as an individual and as a member of a diverse community. Excellence involves knowledge and skills with 
a commitment to lifelong curiosity, imagination and learning. The result is the college's commitment to 
the preparation of educators, including teachers, administrators, counselors and service providers who 
have the knowledge, skills, dispositions and ethics that ensure equity and excellence for all students in a 
culturally diverse, technologically-complex, global community.  

Charles W. Davidson College of Engineering  

The Charles W. Davidson College of Engineering at San José State University is the second largest college 
of engineering in California, with over 7,000 students enrolled in 26 degree programs. Students choose 
the Davidson College of Engineering to experience a hands-on learning environment, applied research 
techniques and opportunities to master the engineering fundamentals and technical skills needed to solve 
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real-world problems. Collaborating with faculty and industry partners, students actively prepare for 
professional engineering careers in Silicon Valley and beyond. 

College of Graduate Studies 

SJSU presently enrolls more than 8,000 post-
baccalaureate students, in over 70 degree and 
credential programs with numerous concentrations. 
This represents a robust percentage of the entire SJSU 
instructional effort and is the largest graduate 
population in the CSU system. Best practices in 
graduate education indicate a strong need for a 
graduate administration carried out through a single, 
central, university office.  

To best serve its robust graduate population and provide leadership to the graduate enterprise, SJSU has 
appointed a graduate dean and created a College of Graduate Studies that serves as the primary 
advocate for all graduate matters, across all colleges throughout the university. The graduate dean serves 
as the chief academic officer responsible for all current and future directions that reflect the breadth and 
depth of SJSU’s graduate programs and degrees. 

Student Life 

As one of the 200 top research universities in the nation, San José State offers rigorous course work and 
research opportunities to almost 36,000 undergraduate and graduate students in eight colleges. San José 
State holds HSI (Hispanic Serving Institution) and AANAPISI (Asian American, Native American and 
Pacific Islander Serving Institution) designations.  

The Division of Student Affairs houses enrollment management and provides comprehensive programs 
and services designed to support the academic, career and life aspirations of students and create a 
climate for learning and engagement that enhances the student experience. The rich diversity of 
backgrounds within the student body at San José State informs the work of the division. An experienced 
and committed staff works in partnership with faculty and students to maximize the opportunities for 
student success on a campus with a distinguished history of social activism and a current commitment to 
a richly multicultural community. The division aspires to organize its resources and services in support of 
the needs of its students. With 4,200 students currently in residence on campus and thousands more 
students living in apartments in the area of the university, the student life program at San José State 
University is both complex and comprehensive.  

Spartan Athletics  

Intercollegiate Athletics is an integral part of the university and exists to promote equitable opportunities 
for men and women to compete at the NCAA Division I Level. The athletics program strives to create a 
diverse and inclusive environment emphasizing academics, compliance, student-athlete welfare, fair play, 
sportsmanship and Spartan pride.  
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San José State University offers a diverse variety of both men's and women's athletics. Core values are 
based around graduation, student-athlete well-being, equity and integrity and student advocacy. The 
SJSU athletics department supports 22 NCAA Division I programs, 470 student-athletes, 130 coaches and 
staff members. As of June 30, 2017, Director of Athletics Marie Tuite is one of nine women who serve as 
athletics director at a NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) institution.  

For more information about Spartan athletics, please visit: https://sjsuspartans.com/ 

 Provost Vincent Del Casino, Jr.  

As SJSU’s Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, Vincent J. Del 
Casino Jr. serves as a key member of the university president’s leadership team with 
primary responsibility for ensuring academic excellence in undergraduate and 
graduate studies as well as a continual commitment to research, scholarship and 
creative activities that benefit all students and society at large. 

At the University of Arizona, he provided leadership and administrative oversight as 
the campus redeveloped central spaces for student support activities; re-organized 
its central administrative areas; and enhanced student success and retention. 

During his tenure, the university greatly increased its online undergraduate enrollment and program 
offerings. He was also integral in implementing the University of Arizona’s 100% Engagement Initiative 
that allows students to participate in “extra-classroom” activities through credit-bearing and non-credit 
engaged learning experiences. With more than 18 years of academic and administrative experience in 
higher education, he also served as professor and chair of the Department of Geography at California 
State University, Long Beach. 

Del Casino is a prolific writer and researcher who has authored the book Social Geography: A Critical 
Introduction and co-edited with CSU, Long Beach faculty member, Dr. Mary Caputi, Derrida and the 
Future of the Liberal Arts. He also has edited and co-authored multiple other books and published dozens 
of articles and book chapters on topics ranging from health, robots and robotic technologies, cartographic 
theory and tourism, in the context of geography. His numerous commentaries on higher education have 
been published in The Evolution and Inside Higher Education, including “Machine Learning, Big Data, and 
the Future of Higher Education.” 

Prior to earning his doctorate in geography from the University of Kentucky, Vincent received his master’s 
in geography from the University of Wisconsin and bachelor’s in international relations and East Asian 
studies from Bucknell University in Pennsylvania. 

San José, California 

San José was built with an innovative spirit. Founded in 1777 as Pueblo de San José, it was California’s 
first civilian settlement. It is the economic, cultural and political center of Silicon Valley and the largest 
city in Northern California. With a population of over one million, it is the third most populous city in 
California (after Los Angeles and San Diego) and the tenth most populous in the United States. 

San José is cradled by the beautiful Santa Cruz Mountains and the southern shore of San Francisco Bay. 
It is the most affluent county in California and one of the most affluent counties in the United States. You 
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can feel the city's rich past by taking a walking tour through its charming downtown or meandering 
through its rich History Park. There is much more to San José than technology and history; it is also a 
unique cultural hub with the largest Vietnamese population outside of Vietnam and one of the three 
remaining Japan towns in the United States.  

For additional information about this vibrant and progressive city, see www.sanjoseca.gov and 
www.sanjose.org.  

Search Timeline 

Application deadline for full consideration:   September 23, 2020 
Review of candidates by search committee:   Early – mid-October 2020 
Semi-finalist interviews (confidential):   Late October/Early November 2020 
Finalist interviews (public):     November/December 2020 
Projected start date:      Spring 2021 
 

Procedure for Candidacy 

Inquiries, nominations and applications are invited. Review of applications will begin immediately and will 
continue until the position is filled. Applications and nominations must be received by September 23, 
2020 for full consideration. Candidates should provide, as two (2) separate documents, a curriculum vitae 
and a letter of application that addresses the responsibilities and requirements described in this 
leadership profile. These materials, as well as inquires and nominations, should be sent electronically via 
e-mail to the WittKieffer consultants supporting this search, Suzanne Teer and Jen Meyers Pickard, Ph.D., 
at SanJoseStateVPIESA@wittkieffer.com.  

  

SJSU commits to inclusive excellence by advancing equity and diversity in all that we do. We are an Affirmative 
Action/Equal Opportunity employer, and particularly encourage applications from members of historically 

underrepresented racial/ethnic groups, women, individuals with disabilities, veterans, LGBTQ community members, 
and others who demonstrate the ability to help us achieve our vision of a diverse and inclusive community. 
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Appendix I: Academic Affairs Organizational Chart 

 

Academic Affairs Division 
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